Progesterone receptors A and B differentially affect the growth of estrogen-dependent human breast tumor xenografts.
Sixty to seventy percent of all primary human breast cancers are estrogen-dependent and express both estrogen (ER) and progesterone receptors (PR). Whereas expression of the two naturally occurring PR isoforms, PR-A and PR-B, is close to equimolar in normal human tissues, the ratio of the two receptors varies extensively in tumors. This is important since the two PR are functionally distinct and have differential repressor effects on ER. The PR isoform content may, therefore, affect the outcome of endocrine therapies targeted at ER. Study of PR isoforms is difficult because the two receptors are co-expressed in cells under estradiol stimulation. We have engineered four sets of T47D human breast cancer cells that, independent of estrogen: (i) express only PR-A; (ii) express only PR-B; (iii) are PR-negative; or (iv) contain both PR isoforms. Each of these cell lines was grown into solid tumors in nude mice in a strictly 17beta-estradiol-dependent manner. Results show, first, that PR-A expressing cells grow into tumors that are approximately half the size of PR-B expressing tumors, and second, that the reduced growth of PR-A tumors occurs in the absence of PR ligand. Tamoxifen treatment preferentially inhibited the growth of PR-A tumors, whereas PR-B tumors were unaffected. Thus, PR are not just passive markers of functional ER; the prevalence of PR-A or PR-B may differentially influence tumor phenotype.